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Context: How can we review, scrutinize or examine other people’s works in the 
academy, especially those that are creative works? What is the process of assessing – 
looking at, responding to, being with – creative product? And how might this ‘being 
with’ manifest itself in writing?  

Could it be that in responding to these works we make academic written art? In other 
words, can we make new creative work, to fulfill the aspirations of creating creative 
works within the ERA academic context, out of the examination of creative work? 
One begetting another: makings of a similar kind?  

In this parsing exercise, ‘Parsing the aside’, a writer-and-academic is invited to 
respond in writing to the visual work of a visual-artist-and-student-academic in 
exhibition. What follows is an account of the process as writing experience, replete 
with pause, reflection, improvisation; considered reflexivity, digression, resistance, 
repetition, proposition, and echoes of ekphrasis.  

If I had a dictionary. If we had plasticine. If we could dance. Oh if we could fly.  

The method is in the making: being with and responding to as creative method. 
Immersion. And patience. 

In the process of this making by passing ‘the shuttle of creative vision back and forth’ 
things become possible, we are changed (Carter 2004: 5), our process inscribed by 
language. We make (cause something to exist or come about); in this case, make 
something with and between the page and writings of the iPhone 5 and drawing, 
object and mixed media of the exhibited works, shared coffee and all. Thinking as 
thinking, in other words, not representational of processes but ‘thinking in action’ 
made concrete in poetic notes (Blythe 2011: 36). We allow language to speak from a 
place ‘crawling with secrets which give way to thought’; make it say what it keeps in 
reserves which in the process of writing ‘also makes it come out of its reserve’ 
(Derrida on Cixous, in Sellers 1994: vii). 

 

Background: Martina Copley’s exhibition of seven works, entitled ‘The movement of 
the aside’, investigates uses of the aside as a way to discuss the movement of making. 
Copley (visual-artist-and-student-academic) considers variations such as listening, 
disenchantment, lightning, grasping and annotation. The seven notes-as-asides in this 
parsing exercise, ‘Notes to M’, written by me as writer-and-academic, are in specific 
response to her invitation to participate as ‘respondent’ to this exhibition of work, an 
annotative process of sorts.  

 

Process: There were a number of constraints to this invitational immersive and 
creative exercise, including: the allowed time (about an hour between the exhibition 
being hung and opening), the hardness of the concrete floor (the provision of two 
embroidered cushions for the writer-and-academic to sit on), and the question of how 
to deliver any possible response (is it better to use pen and paper in a notebook to give 
ex post facto, or scribble notes and leave a trail of thought – asides – across the 
concrete floor?). To exercise the aside as aside this writer-as-academic followed 
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Jennifer Roberts’ example in ‘The power of patience’ (2013) of engaging in 
‘deceleration, patience, and immersive attention’, to give thought, contemplation, 
eyeing time time in order to allow ‘details and orders and relationships’ to emerge:   

[J]ust because you have looked at something doesn’t mean that you have seen it. 
Just because something is available instantly to vision does not mean that it is 
available instantly to consciousness (2). 

 

Note: ‘Notes to M’ were composed directly onto an iPhone 5S Notes app using 
keyboard and fingers, and sent to Martina Copley by email (the visual-artist-and-
student-academic absent from the exhibition gallery for the duration of the 
intervention except for when she asked about a preferred coffee choice). The seven 
consecutive iterations happened in quick succession as the writing unfolded. There 
was little editing aside from an odd capital letter here, a change of spelling there (or 
not). The text is laid out on these pages using the same paragraph returns that were 
used on the iPhone. This means that any long line of text without a return runs 
widthways across the A4 page as opposed to appearing in a block down the screen 
when constrained by the 5mm format imposed by the iPhone screen (or for that 
matter, the A4 page of this PDF). Limitations and constraints are essential to this 
writing/responding exercise, to the process as writing experience.  

 

Aside: Below are two of the seven variations in ‘The movement of the aside’ by way 
of example (perhaps the Copley asides of grasping and disenchantment respectively): 
catalogue (left) and birds with love machine plus redacted TS Eliot poetry (right). 

 
Fig. 1 (left) Martina Copley, un-folded thing 2015, colour inkjet print, ed. 100, 42 x 29.7cm 

Fig. 2 (right) (dub) birds 2014–2015, Golden Book, cast aluminium, 20 x 33cm; Scores in a listening 
attitude (fire sermon) 2015, digital prints, graphite, 29.7 x 21cm; Lovers (instrument) 2014, brass tube, 

spring steel music wire, 20mm round silver bells, 50 x 21 x 2cm 
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Thank you: Thanks to Martina Copley who offered up her creative work for this 
exercise, whose thinking and making was the stimulus to everything that has followed 
– now she sings. / the moon is / nearly new. 

Thanks too to the two double-blind reviewers who are intrinsically part of this parsing 
exercise due to this creative work being published here as creative work for ERA 
purposes, in the Special Issue of Creative Writing as Research IV. As a result of their 
useful critiques, that challenged and enhanced this work in the best possible 
conversation, it furthers the dialogic nature of the exchange (academic with double-
blind reviewers) about a dialogue (writer with artist) about dialogue-as-dialogue (the 
aside as a way to discuss the movement of making). Review 1 offered the term 
‘making academic written art’ (see above), which has now been incorporated into this 
discussion – thank you. Review 1 also notes:  

It traces a really interesting situation – the thoughts that go through the mind of one 
tasked with examining and responding to the creative work of another. This is a 
wonderful account of that process. The critic is licensed to examine, but who is 
examining the critic? 

Indeed.  

 

Notes to M 1 

In general terms – a large aside a toggle list (a nonfiction unconvention it could be 
said)  

 

Listening to silence now 

This this unconvention 

 

On the edge of the works 

Noticing inkspots mumbles from next door – the next door the door next scrape of 
chair sound of concrete crash of voice outside inside heads laughter snigger too like a 
flocks of birds a rush of wings 

 

Just because you look at something doesnt mean youve seen it – but who said that? 
what page number 

 

I support murder racism and the ruling class. The fire hydrant aside – because  

our appear  

acter stamped  

labour; because  

ducers   the  
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abour is  

relation exist 

 

eros 2kc greg 

 

juke 89 

 

1. pull out saftey pin 

2. aim at fire – squeeze handles 

 

raticool australia made 

 

you bite an apple in half 

i can't get up off this chair 

 

 

Notes to M 2 

I know 

What do I know? 

Socratic dialogue between  

me and me leaving a paper trail leaving space where i once was leaving detritus from 
the catalogue not a catalogue 

Do you know I was there? 

How do you know i was there? 

This floor needs sweeping 

 

different 

through which unknown 

broken flow, skips 

of editing 

precedes theory 

closeups 

long aways 
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why do teachers have low voices? 

but also some 

poem 

 

Truly i'm not doing anything 

Breathing twitching being 

Eating apple flesh 

Feet firmly on the floor 

Back straight 

 

Wishing you knew what I was asiding to, the dance of leaves, no nonsense, corrall 
(sp?) of pips 

 

 

Notes to M 3 

WD WD WD WD WDWD WD WD WD WD WD WD WDWD WD WD 

 

skip to desired time 

 

skip skip skip skip skip skip skip  

to to to to to to to to to to to to to 

desired desired desired desired 

time time time time time time time 

 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  

with with with with with with with 

of of of of of of of of of of of of of  

 

line stands for line stands for 

from one sound from one sound 

line stands for 

from one sound 
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line stands for 

from one sound 

line stands for 

from one sound 

 

I look 

I air 

 

Notes to M 4 

Uhm  

nothing here  

she's gone 

 

here – is that a demonstrative pronoun? what is a demonstrable pronoun? 

 

into print  

trace an 

for the mistakes 

the temple bone to 

[blank] 

rehearsal room 

spacing and punctuation 

inner A 

voices 1 and 2 

 

(Oh this if fun. I've just realised that she'll be able to follow me around because of my 
droppings. I think I've left enough clues. If she steps Holly Go Lightly.) 

 

 

Notes to M 5 

Shelves not in yet obviously 

Always to the right of the body 

Of course, she's right handed 
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it really matters 

 

culture facsimiles transcripts 

 

in the question, is the 

 

but the boy 

 

I ask, now 

 

offhand [round the corner] 

 

End of the Story 87 

 

enchantment 

 

[she sees a black circle] 

 

[now speaking third person] 

 

[she sees a white circle] 

 

[shes really looking now] 

 

[shes not looking up anymore] 

 

[shes not listening] 

 

[shes taken by taken by taken by] 

 

Notes to M 6 

under The Circuit World 
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It’s like that 

It’s lime that 

[end chant] 

now she sings.  

the moon is.  

nearly new.  

she weeps.  

 

Approach Song Series 

 

I remember the 

I remember the 

I remember the 

 

I remember the  

I remember the 

day 

time 

occasion H said 

Don’t forget to look up.  

Don’t forget to up look.  

Don’t forget up look to.  

 

Assembly area 

Emergency 

EMERGENCY [spelt out in red] 

 

 

Notes to M 7 

Cappaccino please 

No sugar 

on the page 

OR SEVEN (S), still 
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mentalist 

shadow 

wind gust across room 

wind gust inside 

estimated estimate 

choshi =  

netori =  

If the choshi is played after the netori. If I knew what these words meant. If I had a 
dictionary. If we had plasticine. If we could dance. Oh if we could fly. If only become 
winged creatures.  

 

PS Oh that was wonderful. Thank you from the bottom of my feet, the length of my 
legs. Xx 

 

(Francesca Rendle-Short, respondent/discussant for Martina Copley’s confirmation 
doctoral research exhibition, ‘The movement of the aside’, Victorian College of the 
Arts Gallery, Tuesday 17 March 2015, 2.45-3.35pm) 

 

Endnotes 

1. Images of works in exhibition by author, taken with permission and thanks 
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Research statement 

 

Research background  

Underpinning this creative work is an argument that theorising out of practice has to 
be grounded in ‘material thinking’ (Carter 2004), and only through the process ‘or 
tissue’ of composition (Bolt 2006: 1) can any understanding of the world be made. 
Any dialogue that emerges between making and thinking – in this case new makings 
about the thinking (and makings) of the first makings (and thinking), as aside – is a 
result of the interplay of intelligences, of the artist/s at work, materials at hand, and 
process and interrogation of making itself. Process is crucial: immersion, 
contemplation and patience.  

 

Research contribution  

This work is an experiment: an account of a writing experience, a case of making 
academic written art. Gibson argues that etymologically to experiment and to 
experience are closely related and the best kind of experiments are those that are 
conducted through trial and error, that allow befuddlements, nervousness, that 
welcomes surprises, that embodies ‘changefulness’. (2010: 6). As does this 
conjugation of asides and ‘thinking in action’. 

 

Research  significance 

‘Parsing the aside’ tests the plausibility and significance of ‘examination’ in 
responding to, or being with, creative work as well as the making of new academic 
work. It foregrounds process and how thinking as thinking is made in writing, 
highlights the benefit of immersive practice and the power of patience (as illuminated 
by Roberts), and makes manifest the nuts and bolts and value of dialogue and 
collaboration.  
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